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 Building up a patent portfolio can be regarded as pursuing a diversified investmentࠉ

strategy. A basic IP portfolio in the most important markets is comparable to a basic 

investment, i.e., an investment in "must have" assets. Such a basic IP portfolio comprises 

patents for the most important technologies filed in the most important manufacturing and 

purchasing countries. It is a common consensus that any IP strategy without such a basic 

IP portfolio is built on sand. 

 Risk comes into play if one has to decide whether patent applications for basicࠉ

technologies shall be filed in (momentarily) less important countries, or whether 

(seemingly) less important patent applications shall be filed in more important countries. 

Here, one does not know whether the effort and the money will pay off. As with any other 

investment strategy, experience and information about present and future markets and 

likely trends help to make the respective decisions. 

 But a patent portfolio must not only be seen as an investment chance. In manyࠉ

instances patents are needed as a counter-attack tool against competitors, e.g., for being 

able to negotiate cross licensing contracts. Thus, saving the investment by not filing 

patent applications will not only produce no profit, but also can tear deep holes in the 

company's finances. Also, future chances in the respective markets may be severely 

diminished, which would be a huge setback for a common global marketing strategy. 

Seen from the other side, a strong globally and strategically oriented patent portfolio is a 

first rate investment with best return chances and more often than not a necessity for 

growth. 

　＜ Germany＞


